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DIRECTOR HIRED TO LEAD UM ETHICS CENTER 
MISSOULA-
A North Carolina educator has been named director for the Center for Ethics at The 
University of Montana.
N. Dane Scott II will assume his UM duties Aug. 1, replacing interim director Mark 
Hanson. Scott leaves Western Carolina University, where he was an associate professor of 
philosophy, associate dean of the Honors College, and director of the humanities program and the 
National Student Exchange.
In making the announcement, Provost Lois Muir said Scott will be a valuable asset to the 
campus and the community. “He was recognized as someone who can effectively work with 
diverse academic units to further our focus on ethical study and practice.”
Scott received a bachelor’s degree in soil science from the University of California, 
Riverside, a master’s degree in philosophical theology from the Graduate Theological Union and 
a doctorate in philosophy from Vanderbilt University.
His primary teaching and research interests are in practical philosophy with a focus on 
practical reasoning, environmental ethics and bioethics. In general, he is concerned with 
philosophical issues arising from the intersection between science and society. Other areas of 




The Center for Ethics promotes high-quality teaching, research and service in applied and 
professional ethics.
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